
Advertising Design Students -  
Research gathering and initial designs for fashion designer promo material, including – 

Design layout for zine (use filler images for time being), 
Design and write press release, 
Design online profile, 
Branding and poster/promo campaign. 
Establish tone of voice.

Anthony: Research / Catalogue
Sam:   Research / Website
Hannah:   Art Director / Printed Media
John:  Art worker / Zine
Areli:   Account Planner / Digital Media
Ellise:  Copy Writer / press release
Dave:  Videos / Digital Media Design
Catalin:    Social Media / Artworker 
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Agency Plan 

For Monday 20th March in preparation for our meeting after the marketing lecture
John and Hannah 
Looking at Branding, Typography, Poster Campaigns, Tone of Voice, Visual imagery, Logo etc..

Ellise
Looking into PR / Tone of Voice of fashion brands within copy / Industry Specifics, similarities & differences across brands how this syncs across 
media / Press Release Design / What’s included etc..

Anthony 
Research Fashion Campaigns as a whole / Look for Quirky Insights / Visual Language / In-particular look at Layouts of campaigns and how they 
Sync across different media and platforms.

David and Areli
Research into Videos for website and digital media / Look into fashion campaigns but maybe find inspiration also outside of this area something 
that would be new to fashion / How can we bring more to our campaign than what’s already been done.

Catalin 
Social Media campaigns / Photography / Imagery / Styling / Tone of Voice and is significance to the brand. / What platforms are best for the 
message of the brand, industry, campaign etc. / What time of day should posts be made on each platform / What the best medium or style to 
post on each platform etc.

Samantha
Research into marketing theory that underpins our campaign / Research into group management tools / Research into UI/UX design in the 
fashion industry /

We need a plan and an agenda for Mondays meeting, we also need to discuss some ground rules and make sure we are all clear of what this 
brief is actually asking of us and what it is we need to document along the way. 

I just want to be clear it is more than just the deliverables as the quality of these should be standard by now, this unit it is all about team work 
and how we organise ourselves. Areli and I have taken into account what everyone wants to do, we will discuss on Monday in further detail what 
deliverables we want to take forward and what exactly they will involve once everyone has had time to process each others research and written 
the creative brief etc. What we need from everyone on Monday if possible; Please if you havent already, look at the resources Viv has given us, 
these pieces have been chosen to give us an idea of what deliverables she is expecting from us and how they might be informed and a great 
starting point for all the roles we have chosen. Please if there is anything you want to add to what is written below do. 
(this list not exhaustive just a place to get started from)



Agenda

Discuss Mechanics of meetings and how we start to document our business running side of the 
project.

Confrim happy is clear and happy with roles and what the brief is asking of us.

Present research to each other, this needs to flow quite quickly and once everyone is done we 
discuss how we can pull all the ideas as one campiagn.

Write Creative Brief

Confirm everyones next step

Chair Person / Facilitator
Areli & Sam

Secretary / Note Taker
?

Time Keeper
?

Task Manager
?
(These roles will change each meeting and will let us demonstrate 
and develop soft skills which will be useful for talking about in 
interviews)

Meeting Roles

Chair Person / Facilitator
Directs Discussion and attempts to 
ensure the meeting is productive

Secretary / Note Taker
Makes notes of the key discussions points 
and meeting decisions

Time Keeper
Ensures that the team is aware of the 
time and keeps the conversation moving 
if the team spends to long on a topic

Task Manager
Records the team actions, and who is 
supposed to do them and when they 
need to be done by. Records contact 
between meetings
Prepares Agenda for next meeting



Account & Project  Management

Areli
Account Director

Creative Director
Samantha

Middle man between client and creative department
Constant Communication
Listens to initial requests
Supervises project from beginning to end
Finds strengths and opportunites in a project
Generates briefs
Facilitates exchange of information

Establish the standard of work of the project
Oversee creative process
Make sure appointed teams are meeting the brief they have been tasked with
Determines final outcome of brief - (participation in writing creative brief)
Assist what direction creative teams should explore
Analysis / Reflection of new information from members of the creative team
Establish a deadline for each team.

Note to Team:
This is a working document and should only be used as a guide 
nothing here is final until we have had a group discussion.

So keep in mind in that each piece is supposed to be a 
collaborative piece that you then comment on how the team 
worked on it and your contribution. 

Each of the teams will need to work together for eample I 
will build the website but the content of the website will 
be decided by the copywriter / creative teams outouts for 
example promo shots of invites / pictures of posters etc and 
digital media such as videos and giffs I dont know the list 
could be endless.

Through this structure I believe everyone has a pivotol role 
that shows ownership of management within their project 
and a great portfolio piece that they will have had plenty of 
production input in.

This could really be a game changer for our portfolios. Group 
projects are a necessary piece in a portfolio but they are not 
always the most stongest piece. Just imagine how great it will 
be in our interviews when we leave university and are able 
to talk about this project with such positive enthusiam about 
the experience as well as the portfolio piece itself. You would 
literally be selling yourself right there in the interview.

Further sheets will added to this document as we go along and 
once we have had our team meeting on Monday.

Once the deliverables have decided the plan on what team is 
working on what will become much clearer.

I have added some resources / research that can underpin our 
strategy and project please pay particular attention to:
Tool Kit 2017: Executive Summary.
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Researchers use data collected from premium resources, as well as their own knowledge, 
to put together cross-sector information and analysis on anything from markets and 
brands to trends, developments, and recent innovations. 
Research teams need to be very flexible, responding quickly to requests with useful 
actionable insight across a wide range of topics. 
The ultimate purpose is to help the agency team deliver work that is relevant and cuts 
new ground for their client’s business.

Decides upon which media is used in the campaign.
Arrange and attend Meetings with clients and marketers.
Ensure messages created by an agency are communicated in the appropriate media both at 
the right time and the right cost.
Use high levels of negotiating skilss to work to most cost effective level.
Work with creative team to decide if ideas are media viable and within budget.
Making sure the campaign has enourmous reach for the best possible price.

Create and share media and publishing content in order to engage new customers, as opposed 
to the traditional advertising method. 
To include all the new innovations happening online. The internet is crowded with different 
attempts to catch a web user’s eye, and only the most creative digital media directors are 
successful.
Be able to create original and engaging content based off of a product or service
Be able to promote content in a natural and organic way
Make sure all online content is search engine optimised
Develop a trusting relationship between brand and customer



Creative

Art Directors
Hannah / John

Ellise
Copy Writer Layout or Type Designer

Anthony

Motion Designer
David

Managing creative team
Generating Ideas
Assessing Locations
Producing Scamps
Managing details regarding client, audience & product
Ensuring that the desired message is portrayed to target audience
Overseeing final edits
Responsible for overall visuals
Pitching ideas

Animation
Video Editing
Video Production
Promo’s
Tv Commercials
Story Boarding
Works with the creative, marketing, and accounts team on branding and bringing concepts 
into products and the ads to their platforms.

Creating and developing advertising ideas, particularly the written text
Working alongside an art director, usually in a creative partnership
Understanding the needs of the client, and how to create something imaginative out of 
the brief
Be imaginative and full of ideas
Be able to distinguish between a central, core idea and the executional possibilities it 
gives rise to
Have a passion for good writing
Be able to write clear, accurate and persuasive copy that can engage different audiences
Be fascinated by people, advertising and brands
Be able to apply creative thinking to business problems
Have great communication skills that allow you to sell ideas in an inspirational way
Be a team player, who can operate effectively under pressure and to tight deadlines
Have tenacity and resilience through the frustrations of an iterative process

We can discuss tomorrow which one and define the role for you Anthony

Which ever one you prefer the other can part of the team process



Production

Print Media Team

Dave / Areli / Catalin

Digital Media Team

Hannah / John / Anthony

Ellise / Samantha

PR & Website

Content Writer / Site Builder
(deliverables tbc)

Making Video’s and Digital Media for website and Social Media 
campaign (deliverables tbc)

Production of Branding / Logo’s / Typography / Layout / Posters / 
Invites / Catalogue (deliverables tbc)

Production Director
David

Helps bring concepts into Products
Make sure the ads are brought into their right platforms
Works with creative, media, traffic and accounts departments
Manages a team of skilled production specialists
Supervises production into final result
Locates materials, manufacturers, props etc.
Contact with TV & Radio Producers.


